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nadia karadzinska is a renowned journalist and filmmaker. she is the author of the book mother,
father, the child. the book was awarded the prize of the best book in 2009 by the association of
journalist of the bulgarian academy of sciences. she is a member of the bulgarian association of

journalists. in 2000, she founded the institute for documentary and new media. natalia petkovska is
one of the most popular bulgarian models and actress. she has been nominated three times for the
prestigious 'best actress in a comedy film' in the festivals of sofia and burgas. her breakthrough role
was in the film, pretraj je on sram!, which was screened at the 10th plovdiv film festival, where she
won the fipresci prize. in 2003, she was nominated for the golden dove awards for best actress in a

comedy film. natalia enjoys studying ancient history and languages. in september 2011, she
released her new book noe vreme :) (a time :)) yanko georgiev is a singer and songwriter. he was

awarded the prize of 'best new singer of the year' in 2002, 2003 and 2005 by the bulgarian national
television. he has worked with the greatest names in the bulgarian music industry, such as lyubomir

ivanov, miroslav petkov, professor blago zhivkievski, etc. he has released six albums. yelena is a
renowned journalist and writer. she is the author of several volumes of political analysis, non-fiction,
memoirs, and children's books. her book the lonely happiness of the unloved woman was awarded

the prize of the best non-fiction book in bulgaria. it is also a great success in britain. yelena founded
the lyubimaya gnozda publishing house in 1999 and has been its general director since 2002.
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